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T005: ELA Guidebooks for Grades K - 2 ELA
2019 Teacher Leader Summit 

Friday, June 28, 2019
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Today, we will: 

● Develop a strategy for K - 2 ELA Guidebooks planning. 

● Understand how to use daily activities as formative checkpoints.

● Practice planning for effective Guidebook implementation. 

Objectives
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Louisiana’s ELA Goal

ELA Goal: All students read, understand, and express their understanding of complex, grade 
level texts. 



Agenda
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● Identify the design features of the ELA Guidebooks.

● Analyze knowledge and skills from a culminating task. 

● Identify knowledge and skills in each lesson.

● Plan for daily activities using lessons.

● Select checkpoints and formative assessments for a unit.  

● Practice planning for the 2019 - 2020 school year.

● Reflection
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Unit Structure 

ELA Guidebook units are: 

● designed around authentic, complex texts.

● divided into lessons that enable students to understand those complex texts.

● grounded in end-of-unit (EOU) summative assessments, as well as end-of-lesson 

formative assessments,  allow students to express their understanding of complex 

texts.
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Unit Structure

Backwards Design 
Principle

Each unit is designed 
with the end in mind!
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Sections and Lessons

Lessons: Each ELA Guidebook unit is divided into lessons.  
● These sections are like mini-units, usually ending in a formative 

assessment.
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What are the Reader’s Circles?

A framework for 
supporting students in 
understanding complex 

text.

Embedded in the 
individual lessons and 

the unit as a whole.
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What are the Reader’s Circles?

The Reader’s Circles: 

● Provide a way to break down the steps of the reading process to support students in 

reading and understanding complex texts. 

● Call for students to engage in multiple, purposeful readings of complex texts. Each 

reading should provide a different “lens” for students to examine the text through. 

● Explicitly define the thinking process for students so they can transfer this process to 

other texts as they move towards reading and making meaning of complex texts 

independently. 
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Reader’s Circles: Literary Texts

Review the Reader’s Circle 

Graphic

What do you notice? 

What do you wonder? 
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From Literal to Abstract

Abstract: 
How does this shift 

in the 4th stanza 
affect the overall 

meaning or central 
message of this 

poem? 

Literal: 
In stanza 2, what 

does the phrase “it 
was grassy and 

wanted wear” tell 
us about the road 
the poet chose?
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Reader’s Circles

Literary 

Literary 
Nonfiction

Informational 
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Reader’s Circles In Action

The best way to understand the 
Reader’s Circles is to see them in 

action. 

As we unpack a culminating task and 
unit, consider how the reader’s circles 

are working in the background. 



Agenda
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● Identify the design features of the ELA Guidebooks.

● Analyze knowledge and skills from a culminating task. 

● Identify knowledge and skills in each lesson.

● Plan for daily activities using lessons.

● Select checkpoints and formative assessments for a unit.  

● Practice planning for the 2019 - 2020 school year.

● Reflection
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Analyze Knowledge and Skills

Kindergarten: From Seed to Plant

Have students use the anchor charts from the unit to respond to the 

following prompt: “Draw pictures that show the life cycle of a plant growing 

in the ground. On the picture, label the stage of the plant life cycle.” (RI.K.1, 

RI.K.2, RI.K.3) Then ask students to dictate or write a sentence for each 

picture: “Underneath each picture, describe the stage and what is 

happening. Use words from the word display.” (W.K.2, W.K.8) Prompt 

students to use key vocabulary words in From Seed to Plant and other unit 

texts to describe what is happening at each stage. (L.K.6)



Analyze Knowledge and Skills

Kindergarten: From Seed to Plant

Have students use the anchor charts from the unit to respond to the following 

prompt: “Draw pictures that show the life cycle of a plant growing in the ground.

On the picture, label the stage of the plant life cycle.” (RI.K.1, RI.K.2, RI.K.3) Then ask 

students to dictate or write a sentence for each picture: “Underneath each picture, 

describe the stage and what is happening. Use words from the word display.” 

(W.K.2, W.K.8) Prompt students to use key vocabulary words in From Seed to Plant 

and other unit texts to describe what is happening at each stage. (L.K.6)

skill knowledge



Analyze Knowledge and Skills

Knowledge Skills

life cycle of a plant growing in the ground draw pictures

stages of the plant life cycle label

describe each stage and what is happening dictate or write a sentence

use key vocabulary from text use words from the word display



Agenda
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● Identify the design features of the ELA Guidebooks.

● Analyze knowledge and skills from a culminating task. 

● Identify knowledge and skills in each lesson.

● Plan for daily activities using lessons.

● Select checkpoints and formative assessments for a unit.  

● Practice planning for the 2019 - 2020 school year.

● Reflection



Analyze Knowledge and Skills

LESSON 2: How a Seed Grows, Helene Jordan

TEXT DESCRIPTION: This informational text provides some basic information about different types of 

seeds and facts about how seeds grow. Then, it explains in steps how to grow a bean plant from a seed.

TEXT FOCUS: While reading aloud, reinforce vocabulary that is recorded on the Words to Describe the 

Plant Life Cycle chart. (RI.K.4) Record sentences from the text on sentence strips with key vocabulary 

terms missing and discuss which vocabulary word makes sense in the sentence. For example, write on a 

sentence strip, “Day after day, the ____ push down into the soil.” Ask students to fill in the blank with the 

appropriate vocabulary word. (L.K.1a-c, L.K.2a-d, L.K.6) Continue with sentences from the text for plant, 

seed, soil, roots, shoot (stem), and leaves. After reading, ask students to act out each stage of the plant life 

cycle. (SL.K.4) Finally, provide students with images of the plant life cycle and ask them to sequence them 

and orally describe what is happening in the images, using words from the vocabulary chart. Depending on 

the needs of students, have students write or dictate sentences to explain the process of how a seed 

grows into a plant based on the sequenced illustrations. (W.K.2, L.K.1f)



Analyze Knowledge and Skills

What knowledge and skills are students practicing in Lesson 2 that 

will prepare them for the culminating task?

Be prepared to discuss.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/19vIk4rXmLeGB0Ca3wu0JUtPDrBrM6ntxsLQ-sJtk5sg/edit?usp=sharing


Analyze Knowledge and Skills

LESSON 2: How a Seed Grows, Helene Jordan

TEXT DESCRIPTION: This informational text provides some basic information about different types of 

seeds and facts about how seeds grow. Then, it explains in steps how to grow a bean plant from a seed.

TEXT FOCUS: While reading aloud, reinforce vocabulary that is recorded on the Words to Describe the 

Plant Life Cycle chart. (RI.K.4) Record sentences from the text on sentence strips with key vocabulary 

terms missing and discuss which vocabulary word makes sense in the sentence. For example, write on a 

sentence strip, “Day after day, the ____ push down into the soil.” Ask students to fill in the blank with the 

appropriate vocabulary word. (L.K.1a-c, L.K.2a-d, L.K.6) Continue with sentences from the text for plant, 

seed, soil, roots, shoot (stem), and leaves. After reading, ask students to act out each stage of the plant life 

cycle. (SL.K.4) Finally, provide students with images of the plant life cycle and ask them to sequence them 

and orally describe what is happening in the images, using words from the vocabulary chart. Depending on 

the needs of students, have students write or dictate sentences to explain the process of how a seed 

grows into a plant based on the sequenced illustrations. (W.K.2, L.K.1f)



Analyze Knowledge and Skills

Knowledge Skills

life cycle of a plant growing in the ground draw pictures

stages of the plant life cycle label

describe each stage and what is happening dictate or write a sentence

use key vocabulary from text use words from the word display

What knowledge and skills are students practicing in Lesson 6 that will prepare them 

for the culminating task?
   Be prepared to discuss.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jxsU_JMo4lAV8zX__uY4dn-BUb7m9qFgqUxJCkQnoRE/edit?usp=sharing


Agenda
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● Identify the design features of the ELA Guidebooks.

● Analyze knowledge and skills from a culminating task. 

● Identify knowledge and skills in each lesson.

● Plan for daily activities using lessons.

● Select checkpoints and formative assessments for a unit.  

● Practice planning for the 2019 - 2020 school year.

● Reflection



Plan for Daily Lessons

Step 1: Understand the desired outcome.

● The Unit Focus in each unit

Step 2: Understand the assessments.

● The culminating writing task, cold-read task, and extension task

Step 3: Create the learning plan.

● Planning for K - 2 Guidebooks Tool

What tools and steps are necessary to begin planning for daily lessons? 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A2Fxymosl_vEOCg-AHwE8OkPr54znQwMJT0MWFTwrtY/edit?usp=sharing


Tips to Plan for Daily Lessons

The learning plan:

● Consider the amount of time you have in your ELA block.

● Each day should include an introduction, possibly revisiting the previous days’ activities, 

and a teacher-led task.

● Each day should have the students actively working, whether with the teacher, in 

pairs/groups, or independently.

● A first and second read, or second and third read would most likely take too much time in 

an ELA block to accomplish in one day.  

● A closure for each day could be as simple as outlining where the lesson will go the next day 

and/or revisiting the day’s lesson.



Plan for Daily Lessons

● Visit the Overview Guide provided by the LDOE for K-2 

Guidebooks.

● Plan for daily lessons using the strategies and tips provided.

● Use the chart paper to record your daily tasks.

Lesson 3 Lesson 6

Lesson 4 Lesson 7

Lesson 5 Lesson 8

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A2Fxymosl_vEOCg-AHwE8OkPr54znQwMJT0MWFTwrtY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A2Fxymosl_vEOCg-AHwE8OkPr54znQwMJT0MWFTwrtY/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12b78FJeFT8RlcEixuBNLF7imTiW9bagifG1HPp-g674/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jxsU_JMo4lAV8zX__uY4dn-BUb7m9qFgqUxJCkQnoRE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wd0mm0k-fTuesHLzJ0wD25x0WB5kXGhlHiQUycC7FsA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nVkEvfdlm9TDKD5HM1NKNEu3CQkdCZDS5VnDDPx-emQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CEBmp2amAbGK1CX-7rqT2ruZTgTX8xKQt5ZIsQTffuo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XPnsHmtGqtrtfidVqbzlExACPnX71_hgYKTzQkN_P_8/edit?usp=sharing


Plan for Daily Lessons

Be prepared to discuss.

What tools and steps are necessary to begin planning for daily lessons? 

Independently plan for Lesson 9.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WZIT08AidymCjHaDsyg4BVUYc6wwOt4GA-0rM2_1kZc/edit?usp=sharing


Agenda
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● Identify the design features of the ELA Guidebooks.

● Analyze knowledge and skills from a culminating task. 

● Identify knowledge and skills in each lesson.

● Plan for daily activities using lessons.

● Select checkpoints and formative assessments for a unit.  

● Practice planning for the 2019 - 2020 school year.

● Reflection



Selecting Formative Assessments

What is the most important thing students are doing that is 
necessary to complete the culminating task?

             Revisit the Plan for daily lessons.

Knowledge Skills

life cycle of a plant growing in the ground draw pictures

stages of the plant life cycle label

describe each stage and what is happening dictate or write a sentence

use key vocabulary from text use words from the word display

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A2Fxymosl_vEOCg-AHwE8OkPr54znQwMJT0MWFTwrtY/edit#


Selecting Formative Assessments

What is the most important thing students are doing that is 
necessary to complete the culminating task?

● Lessons 1 and 2

● Be prepared to discuss.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZM9bQjG4PXDL_rUwY9N8d8RItb7wRV3BOApjbTgecRE/edit?usp=sharing
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● Identify the design features of the ELA Guidebooks.

● Analyze knowledge and skills from a culminating task. 

● Identify knowledge and skills in each lesson.

● Plan for daily activities using lessons.

● Select checkpoints and formative assessments for a unit.  

● Practice planning for the 2019 - 2020 school year.

● Reflection



Let’s Practice!

1. Choose a unit that you will teach during the 2019 - 2020 school year. 

2. Consider:

○ What are the knowledge and skills necessary for a student to complete the culminating task?

○ Identify the knowledge and skills in each lesson.

○ Notice the knowledge and skills in each lesson that relate to the culminating task.

3. Plan for daily activities using the lesson.

○ Using the table and guides provided, break down each lesson into daily tasks and activities.

4. Select checkpoints and formative assessments for a unit.  

○ What are the most important things students are doing that is necessary to complete the 

culminating task?

http://www.louisianabelieves.com/resources/library/k-12-ela-year-long-planning
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A2Fxymosl_vEOCg-AHwE8OkPr54znQwMJT0MWFTwrtY/edit?usp=sharing
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● Identify the design features of the ELA Guidebooks.

● Analyze knowledge and skills from a culminating task. 

● Identify knowledge and skills in each lesson.

● Plan for daily activities using lessons.

● Select checkpoints and formative assessments for a unit.  

● Practice planning for the 2019 - 2020 school year.

● Reflection



Reflection

How does today’s process help prepare you for 
deeper planning of ELA Guidebooks?


